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''N-iaAassd nfulti nucleon transfer reactionsVat E/ra6=426MeV on Carbon-
and Boron-targets for the spectroscopy of the very proton-rich Nitrogen isotopes UN and
10N, which are the mirror nuclei of n Be and l0Li, respectively. The experiments have
taken place at the energy-loss spectrometer of GANIL, SPEG. I (VJL s^tcA^ ">&iWkA. ^c

— We performed the~r*C(1'lN7s(^yiTN reaction (Q0~^^3T.92MeV) for"the specTfoScopy-
of UN, since it offers, ab initio, the most favourable conditions taking target impurity
problems and accessible luminosities into account. The same reaction was used in the
spectroscopy of 5(Cu performed by Stiliaris et al.[l]. As I5C has two particle stable states,
the spectrum is a superposition of the recoil's spectrum with both states. However, from
the 57Cu-spectroscopy we know, that the 5/2+ excited state of I5C at 0.74MeV excitation
energy is much more strongly populated than its ground state.

With the used beam/target combination, several two-body reactions with similar Q-
value were strongly populated and their observation was a convenient means to confirm
and improve our momentum resolution. The upper figure present our spectrum of the
I2C(MN,WC)I2N reaction (Qo=-17.49MeV). Here, the ground state and two excited states
of 12N at 1.075MeV and 4.14MeV, respectively, are clearly to be seen. From the ground
state spectrum we could deduce our resolution to be lOOkeV and the precision found was
lOkeV. A further analysis of this spectrum asked for a deconvolution of the first excited
state into two states at 0.96MeV and 1.19MeV excitation energy. In addition, two states
at 3.13MeV and 3.56MeV contribute significantly to the spectrum as well as a background
coming from highly excited !5N-nuclei that decayed in Right into 14C and a proton.

In the lower figure we present a partial spectrum of the 15C ejectiles, corresponding
to the I2C(1IN,15C)"N reaction, obtained with a 0.5mg/cm2 carbon target and accu-
mulating data during 10 hours. This spectrum does not show the whole statistics we
accumulated during the experiment for this reaction, since we are still analyzing data.
Ciaussian peaks were adjusted to the peaks superimposed on a background originating in
highly excited 16N-nuclei that decayed in flight into 15C and a proton. Two broad peaks
dominate the spectrum. Using the fact, that only the excited state in 15C is strongly pop-
ulated, they have been deconvoluted into two states each by using the known energies and
widths parameters measured by Benenson et al.[2] (Ex=2.24MeV) and Guhnaraes et al.[3]
(Er=3.57MeV and 4.29MeV, respectively). In addition, a week indication of a resonance
at Er=1.92MeV is found, which is the ground state value that has been deduced from the
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mirror nucleus u Be and was adopted in the Audi and Wapstra tables. We acknowledge
support from the European Community under contract n° CHGE-CT94-0056 (Human
Capital and Mobility, Access to the CANIL large scale facility)
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